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Figure 1: 4Diffusion generates spatial-temporally consistent 4D contents from monocular videos.

Abstract

Current 4D generation methods have achieved noteworthy efficacy with the aid
of advanced diffusion generative models. However, these methods lack multi-
view spatial-temporal modeling and encounter challenges in integrating diverse
prior knowledge from multiple diffusion models, resulting in inconsistent temporal
appearance and flickers. In this paper, we propose a novel 4D generation pipeline,
namely 4Diffusion, aimed at generating spatial-temporally consistent 4D content
from a monocular video. We first design a unified diffusion model tailored for multi-
view video generation by incorporating a learnable motion module into a frozen 3D-
aware diffusion model to capture multi-view spatial-temporal correlations. After
training on a curated dataset, our diffusion model acquires reasonable temporal
consistency and inherently preserves the generalizability and spatial consistency
of the 3D-aware diffusion model. Subsequently, we propose 4D-aware Score
Distillation Sampling loss, which is based on our multi-view video diffusion
model, to optimize 4D representation parameterized by dynamic NeRF. This aims
to eliminate discrepancies arising from multiple diffusion models, allowing for
generating spatial-temporally consistent 4D content. Moreover, we devise an
anchor loss to enhance the appearance details and facilitate the learning of dynamic
NeRF. Extensive qualitative and quantitative experiments demonstrate that our
method achieves superior performance compared to previous methods.
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1 Introduction

In recent years, diffusion models have significantly impacted the era of image, video, and 3D
generation. With the support of large-scale text-to-image diffusion models [43, 1] and 3D-aware
diffusion models [44, 28, 52], many works [25, 39, 51, 9, 34, 41, 50, 29, 55, 26] leverage Score
Distillation Sampling (SDS) [38] to distill the prior knowledge from diffusion models to optimize a
3D shape parameterized by NeRF [35] or 3DGS [20]. Although they have attained faithful results,
they only focus on creating static 3D shapes, neglecting the dynamics of objects in the real world.

Generating 4D content, i.e., dynamic 3D content, holds diverse applications in the virtual realm,
including digital human, gaming, media, and AR/VR. The main challenge lies in creating 4D content
with vivid motion and high-quality spatial-temporal consistency. The pioneering study MAV3D [47]
introduces a two-stage method, which first learns a static 3D shape with a text-to-image diffusion
model and then deforms the static 3D shape with a text-to-video diffusion model [46]. However,
MAV3D encounters the Janus problem and generates 4D contents with poor appearance and motion
[4]. To overcome these issues, the following works [4, 66, 65, 27] employ multiple diffusion models
for distinct purposes. Specifically, these methods leverage 3D-aware diffusion models [44, 28] and
text-to-image diffusion models [43] to achieve spatial consistency and visually appealing appearance.
Akin to MAV3D, they utilize video diffusion models [2, 54, 46] to add motion to create 4D content.

The aforementioned methods utilize multiple diffusion models for 4D generation. As Fig. 2 illustrates,
when diffusing images rendered from a 3D model, the 3D-aware diffusion model [44] generates
multi-view images to address the spatial ambiguity. On the other hand, the 2D image diffusion
model [43] produces a clean image with subtle details to refine appearance. The 2D video diffusion
model [2] generates dynamic frames to ensure temporal consistency within the same viewpoint.
However, there is no accurate guidance to ensure multi-view spatial-temporal consistency due to the
lack of multi-view spatial-temporal modeling. Moreover, it is challenging to integrate diverse prior
knowledge from multiple diffusion models, often leading to inconsistent temporal appearance and
flickers as shown in the second row of Fig. 4.
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Figure 2: Challenges. The denoised images from Stable Diffusion (SD) [43], MVDream [44], and
ZeroScope [2]. These diffusion models can not provide multi-view spatial-temporal guidance and
exhibit discrepancies, making their integration challenging.

In this paper, we present a novel 4D generation pipeline, namely 4Diffusion, to create high-quality
spatial-temporally consistent 4D content from a monocular video. Specifically, we propose a unified
diffusion model, 4DM, to capture multi-view spatial-temporal correlations for multi-view video
generation. This model provides multi-view spatial-temporal guidance for 4D generation. We
construct 4DM based on the powerful pre-trained 3D-aware diffusion model [52], which already
achieves high-quality multi-view spatial consistency. We seamlessly integrate a motion module into
the 3D-aware diffusion model to extend the temporal modeling capability. Contrary to previous
attempts [15, 14] that typically demand extensive large-scale video datasets for tuning the motion
module, 4DM achieves reasonable temporal consistency and captures multi-view spatial-temporal
correlations after training on only hundreds of multi-view videos. Importantly, we keep the parameters
of the 3D-aware diffusion model unchanged to preserve the generalizability and spatial consistency.
Subsequently, we propose 4D-aware SDS loss to distill prior knowledge from 4DM to optimize 4D
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representation parameterized by dynamic NeRF. This approach eliminates discrepancies arising from
multiple diffusion models and stabilizes the training process. Moreover, we use 4DM to generate
anchor videos conditioned on the input monocular video and devise an anchor loss to enhance the
appearance details, facilitating the learning of dynamic NeRF. Finally, we generate 4D content with
high-quality spatial-temporal consistency and vibrant motion coherence with the input video as
shown in Fig. 1. Qualitative and quantitative experiments demonstrate that our method achieves
state-of-the-art performance on multi-view video generation and 4D generation from monocular
videos.

To summarize, our contributions are as follows: 1) We present 4Diffusion, a novel 4D generation
pipeline that generates high-quality spatial-temporal consistent 4D content from a monocular video
with a multi-view video diffusion model. 2) We propose a multi-view video diffusion model, 4DM,
which provides multi-view spatial-temporal guidance for 4D generation. It trains on only hundreds of
curated high-quality multi-view videos to capture multi-view spatial-temporal correlations. 3) We
combine 4D-aware SDS loss and an anchor loss based on 4DM to optimize dynamic NeRF, which
stabilizes the training process and allows for generating high-quality 4D content.

2 Related Work

Recent breakthroughs in multiple research domains have significantly accelerated progress in 4D
generation task. Here, we discuss the most relevant fields, including 3D generation, video and
3D-aware diffusion models, and 4D generation.

3D Generation. Recent studies in 3D generation can be classified into three categories: 3D generative
methods [53, 16, 45, 36, 60, 3, 58, 12], feed forward methods [17, 49, 22, 67], and diffusion prior-
based methods [25, 39, 51, 9, 34, 41, 50, 29, 55, 26]. Inspired by the advancements in 2D content
creation, 3D generative methods utilize the robust diffusion [53] or flow-based [60] backbone to
generate 3D data represented by Signed Distance Function (SDF) [60], voxel grid [36], triplane
[8, 16, 45], or weights of neural network [12]. However, these methods require time-consuming
pre-training to fit each 3D data and are limited to creating a single category. Feed forward methods
[17, 22] adopt image features extracted from the pre-trained visual encoder DINO [7] to reconstruct
3D representations through a highly scalable and efficient transformer-based decoder. Although they
can produce a 3D shape in a few seconds, they demand extensive training on large-scale 3D datasets,
which is impractical with limited 4D datasets for 4D generation. Furthermore, diffusion prior-based
methods distill prior knowledge from diffusion generative models via SDS [38] to optimize 3D
representations, enabling the generation of high-quality 3D shapes with strong generalizability. In
contrast to static 3D generation, our method focuses on creating 4D content.

Video and 3D-aware Diffusion Models. With the success of large-scale text-to-image diffusion
models [43, 1], recent works attempt to use diffusion models to generate more complex signals,
including video and 3D. AnimateDiff [15] inserts a learnable motion module into the frozen text-to-
image model for video generation, which preserves the efficacy of the text-to-image model while
successfully modeling temporal information. Recent 3D-aware diffusion model Zero-1-to-3 [28]
adopts a stable diffusion model conditioned on relative camera pose and a single image for novel view
synthesis. However, this method still suffers from the Janus problem and content drafting problem
[44] due to the lack of explicit 3D modeling. Approaches like [30, 44, 59, 32, 52] leverage 3D-aware
attention block to model the joint probability distribution of multi-view images, leading to spatially
consistent generation. However, these approaches are incapable of producing multi-view consistent
videos, due to the absence of temporal or spatial modeling.

4D Generation. Recently, several works have delved into 4D generation from various user-friendly
prompts, such as text [47, 4, 66, 27], a single image [65, 66], and a monocular video [42, 19, 62].
The pioneering study MAV3D [47] proposes a two-stage method to optimize 4D representation,
i.e., Hexplane [6], with both text-to-image and text-to-video diffusion models in a static-to-dynamic
manner. To generate 4D contents with realistic appearance, Dream-in-4D [66] and 4D-fy [4] combine
hybrid diffusion models. Specifically, they utilize 3D-aware and 2D diffusion guidance to learn a
static 3D representation and incorporate video diffusion guidance to add motion. However, these
diffusion models can not offer multi-view spatial-temporally consistent guidance and it is difficult to
integrate diverse prior knowledge from multiple diffusion models, resulting in suboptimal results.
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Figure 3: 4Diffusion overview. Our method first trains a unified diffusion, named 4DM, by inserting
a learnable motion module at the end of each frozen spatial module of ImageDream to capture multi-
view spatial-temporal correlations. Given a monocular video and text prompt, 4DM can produce
consistent multi-view videos. Then, we combine 4D-aware SDS and an anchor loss based on 4DM to
optimize 4D representation parameterized by Dynamic NeRF.

In contrast to these approaches, we design a unified model to capture multi-view spatial-temporal
correlations for 4D generation.

Similar to us, [19, 42, 63, 62, 57] generate 4D content from a monocular video. Consistent4D [19]
introduces an interpolation-driven loss between two adjacent frames to enhance spatial-temporal
consistency. However, Consistent4D lacks temporal modeling cross frames. DreamGaussian4D [42],
4DGen [62], and SC4D [57] combine 4D Gaussian Splatting [56, 18] into 4D generation pipeline.
Although they notably reduce optimization time, they may result in blurred appearance and inaccurate
geometry due to the explicit characteristics of Gaussians. STAG4D [63] proposes a training-free
strategy to generate sparse anchor multi-view videos for 4D generation. In contrast, we propose
a multi-view video diffusion model to provide multi-view spatial-temporal consistency prior to
optimize dynamic NeRF.

3 Method

Given a monocular video V = {Ij |j = 1, 2, ..., T} with T frames and an optional textual caption, our
goal is to generate a high-quality spatial-temporally consistent 4D content, capable of rendering from
any novel viewpoint across the temporal dimension. In Sec. 3.1, we talk about 3D-aware diffusion
models, employed as the initialization of our unified diffusion model. As shown in Fig. 3, we propose
a unified diffusion model 4DM to capture multi-view spatial-temporal correlations for multi-view
video generation, which is achieved by inserting a learnable motion module into a frozen 3D-aware
diffusion model, as described in Sec. 3.2. Subsequently, we elaborate on distilling prior knowledge
from 4DM to optimize 4D representation parameterized by dynamic NeRF and devise an anchor loss
to enhance the appearance details, as detailed in Sec. 3.3.

3.1 Preliminary: 3D-aware Diffusion Model

3D-aware diffusion models learn spatial relationships from multi-view images for 3D generation and
can serve as an initialization of our unified diffusion model. Recent works [30, 59, 32] mainly focus
on generating multi-view images from predetermined sparse viewpoints and necessitate additional
algorithms for 3D reconstruction. Although we can extend these methods to generate multi-view
videos and employ 4D reconstruction algorithms, it is challenging to reconstruct high-quality 4D
content from a limited number of viewpoints. Therefore, we design our unified diffusion model to
generate multi-view videos from arbitrary viewpoints and choose ImageDream [52] as initialization.
Given four arbitrary orthogonal viewpoints under canonical coordination and a single image with an
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optional textual caption, ImageDream can synthesize four multi-view images that align coherently
with the input. Specifically, ImageDream utilizes an adapter similar to IP-Adapter [61] to inject
image prompts and a 3D self-attention module to capture spatial relationships.

3.2 4DM: Multi-view Video Diffusion Model

To maintain the spatial consistency and mitigate training complexity, we design our multi-view video
diffusion model 4DM based on a pre-trained 3D-aware diffusion model (i.e., ImageDream [52]).
Given a monocular video with an optional text prompt and four orthogonal novel viewpoints under
canonical coordination, 4DM aims to generate four spatial-temporally consistent videos.

Although we can directly use the original ImageDream to generate a set of individual multi-view
images to form multi-view videos, the result lacks temporal consistency as ImageDream has no layer
for temporal modeling, as shown in Fig. 5. We thus add a zero-initialized motion module at the end
of each block of the UViT network. Specifically, we design our motion modules to consist of several
self-attention blocks. Then, each attention block i of 4DM includes a spatial module and a motion
module lim. The spatial module comprises a 3D self-attention module lis and a cross-attention module.
We first concatenate the monocular video latent and four multi-view video latents encoded by VAE
[21] to obtain a batch B of latents Z ∈ RB×F×N×C×H×W , where C is the number of channels, H
and W are spatial resolutions, N = 5 is the number of viewpoints, and F is the number of frames.
Subsequently, we reshape the temporal axis into the batch dimension and independently process
multi-view video latents through the 3D self-attention module,

Zs ←− Reshape(Z, B F N C H W → (B F ) N H W C), (1)

Zs ←− lis(Zs), (2)
Zs ←− Reshape(Zs, (B F ) N H W C → B F N C H W ). (3)

Then, we use the adapter in ImageDream to individually process the input video frames and output
the video features to perform cross-attention operations. Here, we also reshape the temporal axis
into the batch dimension to prevent dimensional confusion. Furthermore, for the motion module, we
perform self-attention exclusively along the temporal axis by reshaping the spatial dimensions and
the viewpoint dimension into the batch dimension,

Z′ ←− Reshape(Z, B F N C H W → (B N H W ) F C), (4)

Z′ ←− lim(Z′), (5)

Z′ ←− Reshape(Z′, (B N H W ) F C → B F N C H W ). (6)

We utilize Objaverse dataset [11] to train 4DM. Although Objaverse provides nearly 44K animated
3D shapes, rendering multi-view videos and training a diffusion model are time- and computation-
consuming using the entire dataset. Moreover, it is worth noting that the Objaverse dataset contains
a significant amount of flawed data. Consequently, we manually select a curated subset of 926
high-quality animated 3D shapes from Objaverse dataset [11]. We render multi-view videos from
those animated 3D shapes to tune our motion module while holding the parameters of the origin
ImageDream frozen. Surprisingly, 4DM successfully learns reasonable temporal dynamics and
preserves the characteristics of the origin ImageDream model, including spatial consistency and
image understanding ability, even when trained on a small curated dataset. As Fig. 5 illustrates, 4DM
generates multi-view spatial-temporal consistent videos, surpassing the performance of ImageDream.
For more details on our dataset, please refer to supplementary material.

Training Objectives. For each animated 3D shape from our dataset, we choose a monocular video Vm
with a random viewpoint and four videos Vo with orthogonal viewpoints cvmv and select F = 8 frames
from each video at a stride of 4 to create our multi-view video dataset X v

mv = {xv
mv , y ,x

v
r , c

v
mv}.

Here, xv
r and xv

mv represent the video clips from Vm and Vo. y is the text prompt captioned by
Cap3D [33]. Then, we use X v

mv following the diffusion loss to train 4DM,

LMV (θ,Xmv ) = Ex,y,xr,c,t,ϵ

[
∥ϵ− ϵθ(xp; y,xp

r , c
p, t)∥22

]
,

where, (xp,xp
r , c

p) =

{
(xmv , 0, 0), with probability p
(xmv ,xr, cmv ), with probability 1− p

(7)

here, xmv denote the image embedding noised from a random noise ϵ with a diffuse timestep t. ϵθ is
4DM model parametrized by θ.
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3.3 4D Generation

Dynamic NeRF Representation. Recent methods [24, 13] use neural networks or explicit spatial
grids to map a 6D spatial-temporal coordinate (x,d, t) to density τ(x, t) ∈ R+ and view-dependent
color c(x, d, t) ∈ R3

+ of dynamic scenes, where x = o+ ℓd (ℓ > 0) are sampled points along a ray
originating at o with direction d and t denotes timestamp. Then, they leverage volumetric rendering
to render images,

C =
∑
i

ωici, where ωi = e−
∑

j<i τj(ℓj+1−ℓj)(1− eτi(ℓi+1−ℓi)). (8)

Following 4D-fy [13] and iNGP [37], we use one multi-resolution spatial grid Pxyz and one spatial-
time planes Pxyzt as 4D representation. Here, both Pxyz and Pxyzt use hash tables to store learnable
features. Then, we acquire spatial-time features f through interpolation and hash lookup on Pxyz

and Pxyzt. Finally, f are decoded into density and view-independent color using tiny MLPs,

ψ : f 7→ τ, ϕ : f 7→ c. (9)

The entire set of trainable parameters is denoted as θ4D.

4D-aware SDS. Once 4DM is trained, we employ 4D-aware SDS loss to guide the optimization of
our 4D representation. To be concrete, we utilize Eqn. 8 to render four F frames video Vr from four
orthogonal viewpoints cmv and timestamps. Our 4D-aware SDS injects Gaussian noise ϵ into Vr and
passes to our multi-view video diffusion to provide gradients to update θ4D,

∇θ4DL4D-SDS ≈ E(cmv,ϵ,t)

[
2(Vr − V̂0)

∂Vr

∂θ4D

]
, (10)

where V̂0 denotes the pseudo ground truth denoised from 4DM with the input video V as condition.
Here, we replace original ϵ-based SDS loss with x0-reconstruction loss as in [44].

Anchor Loss. Accurately estimating the elevation and azimuth of input monocular video within
the canonical coordination poses a challenge, thereby hindering direct utilization of the input video
for supervising the 4D optimization process. Therefore, we utilize 4DM to produce four orthogonal
videos conditioned on the input video and choose one anchor video from the four videos, which holds
a viewpoint closest to the viewpoint of the input video. Then, we devise an anchor loss La based
on the anchor video to enhance the appearance details and facilitate the learning of dynamic NeRF.
Since it is challenging for 4DM to ensure pixel-to-pixel alignment of the anchor video, we follow
[10] to use image-level perceptual loss, i.e., LPIPS [64] and SSIM, for dynamic NeRF optimization,

La = λ1LPIPS(Ir , Ia) + λ2D-SSIM(Ir , Ia), (11)

where Ir and Ia represent the rendered images and anchor images, λ is the loss weight. Consequently,
our total loss function for 4D generation is,

L4D = L4D-SDS + La + λ3Lorient + λ4Lopacity + λ5Lsparse, (12)

here Lorient, Lopacity, and Lsparse are regularization loss in DreamFusion [38].

4 Experiments

Implementation Details. We implement 4DM under the Stable Diffusion framework and initialize
it from the checkpoint of ImageDream. We train 4DM with multi-view videos with 256×256
resolutions for 30,000 steps with a batch size of 32, using the AdamW optimizer with a learning
rate of 1e-4. The training takes about 2 days with 16 NVIDIA Tesla A100 GPUs. Additionally, for
4D generation experiments, we optimize dynamic NeRF representation in an end-to-end manner,
avoiding utilizing multiple stages as in previous works.

Baselines. To evaluate our method, we compare to two video-to-4D approaches, namely Consistent4D
[19] and DreamGaussian4D [42], and one text-to-4D approach 4D-fy [4]. We extend 4D-fy to video-
prompt 4D generation by using ImageDream as the 3D-aware diffusion model. 4D-fy introduces
hybrid SDS to blend gradients from multiple pre-trained diffusion models to create 4D contents.
Consistent4D is the first study focusing on the video-to-4D task. They utilize a 3D-aware diffusion
model to optimize a cascade dynamic NeRF and propose a consistency loss to address spatial-temporal
inconsistency. DreamGaussian4D leverages 4D Gaussian Splatting for faster training.
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Figure 4: 4D generation comparisons with 4D-fy [4], Consistent4D [19], and DreamGaussian4D
[42].

4.1 Comparisons on 4D Generation

Qualitative Evaluation. To validate 4Diffusion for 4D generation, we compare it to Consistent4D
[19], DreamGaussian4D [42], and 4D-fy [4] on monocular video-to-4D task. We illustrate the results
in Fig. 4. 4D-fy [4] achieves state-of-the-art results on text-to-4D task and can be simply extended to
video-prompt 4D generation by replacing 3D-aware diffusion model. Here, we utilize ImageDream
as the 3D-aware diffusion model in 4D-fy. 4D-fy produces 4D contents with inconsistent temporal
appearance, sometimes diverging significantly from the input video, as depicted in the first two
columns of Fig. 4. This is primarily because integrating gradients from multiple diffusion models
is difficult and they face challenges in multi-view spatial-temporal modeling. Consistent4D is the
first work for 4D generation from monocular video. They employ an interpolation loss between two
frames to enhance spatial-temporal consistency. However, they lack temporal consistency across
frames, leading to poor appearance quality and flickers. DreamGaussian4D generates 4D contents
with a blurred appearance and inaccurate geometry because GS struggles to model thin structures
and large motions under unconstrained situations. In contrast, 4Diffusion generates high-quality
4D content with 4DM, which captures multi-view spatial-temporal correlations in a unified manner.
Overall, our method achieves superior results, demonstrating its effectiveness.
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Table 1: Quantitative evaluation on 4D generation.

Image quality Tem. Con. Video quality

CLIP-I↑ CLIP-C↑ FVD↓
Consistent4D[19] 0.8713 0.9641 1246.9

DreamGaussian4D[42] 0.8587 0.9625 1451.2
4D-fy[4] 0.8287 0.9379 2283.6

Ours(w/o L4D-SDS) 0.7945 0.9423 2103.2
Ours(w/o La) 0.8518 0.9557 1647.0

Ours 0.8803 0.9654 1196.8
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Figure 5: The illustration of synthesized multi-view videos from 4DM and ImageDream [52]. 4DM
produces more spatial-temporal consistent results than ImageDream. T denotes the timestep of video
clips. All results are generated from DDIM [48] sampler.

Quantitative Evaluation. We employ datasets from ImageDream to evaluate 4D generation results.
To evaluate image quality, we leverage CLIP-I [40] to measure the similarity between frames in
synthetic videos and the input video. Moreover, we compute CLIP-C between frames in each synthetic
video to evaluate temporal consistency. Moreover, we calculate FVD between the input video and
synthesized videos to evaluate the video quality. Tab. 1 presents the results, clearly demonstrating
that 4Diffusion outperforms other methods on all metrics.

4.2 Multi-view Video Generation

Qualitative Evaluation. In this section, we evaluate the multi-view video generation quality produced
by 4DM. We employ ImageDream to synthesize a set of multi-view images as pseudo multi-view
video by taking each frame of the input monocular video as an image prompt. Fig. 5 illustrates results
with the first two columns corresponding to the input monocular video. Although ImageDream excels
at synthesizing spatially consistent images, it struggles to model temporal correlations, leading to
inconsistent temporal appearances, such as the icon on the back of Spiderman. Comparatively, 4DM
effectively captures reasonable temporal information using the motion module, even when trained on
a small curated dataset. Moreover, our model preserves the generalizability of ImageDream, allowing
us to generate high-fidelity multi-view videos, even beyond the distribution of our training dataset.
As the last two rows of Fig. 5 show, 4DM produces spatially consistent videos by sharing information
across spatial and temporal dimensions to constraint the generation process while ImageDream
occasionally fails to generate videos coherent to the viewpoint.

Quantitative Evaluation. We employ Consistent4D test dataset, which contains a monocular video
as input and four orthogonal videos as ground truth, to evaluate our proposed model. We leverage
the same metrics in Sec. 4.1 and calculate metrics between synthesized videos and ground truth.
Additionally, we calculate LPIPS [64] between ground truth and synthesized videos from the same
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Table 2: Quantitative evaluation on multi-view video generation. Here, we employ Consistent4D test
dataset to evaluate 4DM and ImageDream. ’Spa. Con.’ and ’Tem. Con.’ refer to spatial consistency
and temporal consistency, respectively.

Image quality Spa. Con. Tem. Con. Video Quality

CLIP-I↑ LPIPS↓ CLIP-C↑ FVD↓
ImageDream[52] 0.8776 0.1704 0.9412 591.25
Ours(w/ whole) 0.8365 0.2253 0.9637 889.44

Ours(4DM) 0.8630 0.1644 0.9640 523.90

viewpoint to evaluate the spatial consistency. Tab. 2 shows comparative results. 4DM achieves a
higher LPIPS, CLIP-C, and FVD, along with comparable CLIP-I compared to ImageDream, reflecting
that 4DM efficiently captures spatial-temporal correlations.

4.3 Ablation study and analysis

w/o ℒ!"#$"$

w/o ℒ%

Full

Time

Figure 6: Ablation studies on 4D-aware SDS loss
and the anchor loss.

Effectiveness of the selected multi-view video
dataset. To evaluate the importance and effec-
tiveness of the selected high-quality multi-view
videos, we use the entire animated 3D shapes
from Objaverse and render multi-view videos
to fine-tune 4DM (Ours w/ whole). The results
are shown in Tab. 2. Given the presence of nu-
merous flawed data within the entire dataset, it
compromises the image quality of ImageDream
and encounters challenges in precisely captur-
ing spatial-temporal correlations, demonstrating
the importance of high-quality datasets for fine-
tuning 4DM.

4D-aware SDS Loss. To evaluate the effect
of our 4D-aware SDS loss, we substitute the
4DM with ImageDream and use 3D-aware SDS
loss based on ImageDream to optimize dynamic
NeRF representation. As Fig. 6 depicted, inconsistent temporal textures, such as the leg of squirrel,
emerge due to the lack of temporal modeling of ImageDream, underscoring the significance of
capturing spatial-temporal corelations in 4DM. The quantitative results presented in Tab. 1 indicate
the significance of 4DM.

Anchor Loss. We also assess the impact of the proposed anchor loss. As illustrated in Fig. 6,
capturing detailed appearance features, such as the eyes of the squirrel, proves challenging without
the anchor loss. Conversely, the anchor images furnish visual clues to facilitate the learning of 4D
representation, resulting in high-quality 4D content. The quantitative results Tab. 1 demonstrate the
crucial role of the anchor loss.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we present 4Diffusion for 4D generation from a monocular video. Our method proposes
a multi-view video diffusion model 4DM based on a 3D-aware diffusion model for multi-view video
generation and provides multi-view spatial-temporal guidance for 4D generation. 4DM captures
spatial-temporal correlations and preserves the characteristics of the origin 3D-aware diffusion model
even when training on a small curated dataset. Then, we combine 4D-aware SDS loss and an anchor
loss based on 4DM to optimize our hash-encoded dynamic NeRF, resulting in spatial-temporally
consistent 4D contents coherent with the input monocular video.
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A Supplemental material

A.1 More Implementation Details

Table 3: Hash encoding parameters of Pxyz and Pxyzt

Parameter Value

Number of levels 16
Hash table size 219

Number of feature dimensions per level 2
Coarsest resolution 16
Finest resolution 4096

Datasets. We utilize Objaverse [11] to train our multi-view diffusion model, as described in Sec. 3.2.
Objaverse dataset comprises a vast collection of 3D shapes with descriptive captions, tags, and
animations. We manually filter out animated 3D shapes that contain static objects, out-of-scene
movement, rotated cameras, or meaningless objects, resulting in 926 high-quality 3D animated models,
as depicted in Fig. 7. We apply Blender to render 32 videos with azimuth angles uniformly ranging
from [−180◦, 180◦] and an elevation angle of 0◦ for each animated 3D model. In our experiments,
we use the dataset released by Consistent4D [19] and text-image pairs from ImageDream [52] project
page. Specifically, for text-image pairs, we leverage Stable Video Diffusion V1.1 [5] to produce
monocular videos for 4D generation.
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Figure 7: The illustration of our training dataset. We manually filter out animated 3D data with static
motion, out-of-scene movement, or rotated camera to curate a dataset with high-quality appearance
and realistic motion.

4D Generation. We implement our 4D generation model under threestudio framework [31]. Our
hash-encoded dynamic NeRF representation utilizes the parameters detailed in Tab. 3. Following
[55, 4], we anneal the timesteps of diffusion models from t ∈ [0.98, 0.98] to t ∈ [0.02, 0.25] over the
initial 5,000 iterations and set the diffusion CFG to 5.0. The loss weights λ1, λ2, λ4 are set to 200,
100, and 100, respectively. Addtionally, λ3 linearly increases from 10 to 1000 during the first 5,000
iterations and λ5 is fixed at 100 after the initial 10,000 iterations. The model is trained with AdamW
optimizer for 35,000 iterations with a learning rate of 1e-2 except for the decoded MLPs, where the
learning rate is adjusted to 1e-3. It takes around 12 hours to train the model on one NVIDIA Tesla
A100 GPU.

Volume Rendering. We employ NerfAcc [23] as our rendering pipeline, which leverages an
occupancy grid to store the opacity of a scene. This approach accelerates volume rendering and
reduces computations. We adopt a shared occupancy grid by representing the maximum opacity of
the scene across all frames, facilitating its application to dynamic scenes. Additionally, we set the
background of the rendered images to white. For the resolution of rendered images, we follow the
configuration of ImageDream [52]. We maintain fixed camera distances at 1.1 to enhance the stability
of the optimization process.

A.2 More Results

4D Generation. In Fig. 8, we showcase additional results of our 4D generation results. To gain a
more intuitive understanding, we encourage readers to view the supplementary videos.

Text-to-4D. To Further validate the effectiveness of 4Diffusion, we conduct experiments on text-
to-4D task. Specifically, we first employ SDXL to generate images conditioned on text prompts.
Subsequently, we utilize SVD V1.1 to produce monocular videos for 4D generation. Finally, we
follow the procedure outlined in the main paper to generate 4D content from the monocular videos.
As illustrated in Figure 9, our approach yields high-quality 4D content from text prompts, thereby
demonstrating its effectiveness.

A.3 Limitations

Our method can be improved in the following aspects: 1) Our multi-view video diffusion model is
constrained by the capability of the base model and the scale of high-quality training data. We believe
that improving the base model and scaling up the high-quality dataset can obtain a better model. 2)
Our 4D generation pipeline relies on heavily volumetric rendering, causing slow training speed. We
believe advances in 3D and GS can potentially solve these problems.
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Figure 8: The illustration of 4D generation results of 4Diffusion.
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“A photo of a horse walking, toy, 3d asset”

“Astronaut walking in space, full body, 3d asset”

Time

Figure 9: The illustration of text-to-4D results of 4Diffusion.

A.4 Broader Impacts

Our work paves the way for high-quality 4D content generation, reducing the extensive manual
effort for artists and novices. Although our method is not designed for generating humans, it may be
extended and misused, potentially influencing human perceptions.
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